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As it is known, a wall placed in

a plasma is charged negatively to a po-

tential defined by the so called flo-

ating potential. If that wall is cool-

ed below saturation temperature of the

medium vapours which have been ionized,

then the potential of the wall will in-

crease (Klein, Kraus [1,2]) in compa-

rison to the situation when temperatu-

re of the wall is eaual to the ionized

vapours temperature. Klein and Kraus

have shown that this effect does not

occur when we deal with uncondensable

vapours and they have described the

occur ina phenomena on the basis of

phenomenolo-

gical theory.

This paper сопсегпез the elabora-

tion of the kinetic model of .phenomena

occuring in the vicinity of a wall in-

serted in the plasma in the case of

condensation on that wall. The exami-

ned effect takes place in low tempera-

ture mercury plasma of vapours pressu-

re of the range of 1 Torr.

The examined process has been di-

vided into two stages. The first, in

which electron» possessing much grea-

ter mobility than ions reach the wall

charging it to a negative potential,

and the second, which Includes the

phaaa of steady condensation and the

notion of ions towards the wall. It

has baen assumed that in the direct

vicinity of the wall the electron den-

sity is so low that interactions of

electrons with other plasma components

can be omitted. Bisides, due to the

fact, that the external field influen-

ces motion of ions only lsignificant-

ly, the influence of field created by

the charge gathered at a wall has been'

omitted £sj. Furthermore it has been

assumed that electrons possess the

Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. On the

basis of the data from literature [3]

it has been determined a potential

which the wall will obtain in the first

stage of the process. A flux of 1опз

reaching the wall when condensation

occurs is determined by solving the

following set of equations.

V T Í = w < W + v < F f f >

+ vjj ( pj- fJ )

It is a set of Boltzmann kinetic equa-

tions with the Gross-Krook model colli-

sion term. The boundary conditions

partly obtained experimentally are

shown in FI g.).
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«here T f - wall temperature,
 nfa~ * a~ '

turated vapour atoms density at tempe-

rature T f; T r a- temperature of atoms

reflected from the wall; a

c a»
 a

e a - co-

efficients of condensation and evapo-

ration of atoms at the wall; f .,

f - Maxwell distribution functions of
Co

atoms reflected and evaporated from '•.

*° ~ coefficient
the wall; ""c-t"1» ae1*

dof condensation and evaporation of

ions at the wall; n , T, , f_ and
m m o>

n^ , T. , fj respectively: density,

temperature and distribution function

of atoms and lone far from the wall.

The basic equations (1) are des-

cribed in a four-dimensional phase

space. There has been carried out

a reduction to two-dimensional space

at the expense of doubling the number

of equations. There has been obtained:

Then (2) has been transformed into a

dimenslűnless form. Because of the

form of the boundary condition* the

reduced distribution functions ?а»"а,

a±&± have, been presented as associa-

ted pairs of expressions of the type:

дл - g*, g a etc, where the si<m "+"

refers to particles moving from the

«all tó infinity (cx > 0) and sign

"-" to particles moving towards the

wall (cx < 0).

There has been assumed the following

form of the searched distribution

functions

n - * (

(3)

-it

for application in calculation of ma-

croscopic parameters & , ua, п., u....

of Gaussian-Hermite quadrature proce-

dure which allows us to get the maxi-

mum accuracy with possibly small num-

ber of discrete points in velocity

space [43 . The determination of the

quatitles п., u. by means of the ite-

rative söheme makes it possible to

evaluate the flux of ions at the wall

in the case of condensation in plasma

and then to calculate the change of

the wall potential in new steady-state

conditions.
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